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Abstract
Introduction: Positron emission tomography (PET) is a state-of-the-art functional imaging technique used in the accurate detection of cancer. The main
problem with the tumours present in the lungs is that they are non-stationary
during each respiratory cycle. Tumours in the lungs can get displaced up to
2.5 cm during respiration. Accurate detection of the tumour enables avoiding
the addition of extra margin around the tumour that is usually used during
radiotherapy treatment planning.
Methods: This paper presents a novel method to detect and track tumour in
respiratory-gated PET images. The approach followed to achieve this task is
to automatically delineate the tumour from the ﬁrst frame using support
vector machines. The resulting volume and position information from the ﬁrst
frame is used in tracking its motion in the subsequent frames with the help of
level set (LS) deformable model.
Results: An excellent accuracy of 97% is obtained using wavelets and support
vector machines. The volume calculated as a result of the machine learning
(ML) stage is used as a constraint for deformable models and the tumour is
tracked in the remaining seven phases of the respiratory cycle. As a result,
the complete information about tumour movement during each respiratory
cycle is available in relatively short time.
Conclusions: The combination of the LS and ML approach accurately delineated
the tumour volume from all frames, thereby providing a scope of using PET
images towards planning an accurate and effective radiotherapy treatment for
lung cancer.
Key words: applied imaging technology; computer in radiology; nuclear
imaging; radiation oncology imaging.

Introduction
Lung cancer or carcinoma is caused by the uncontrolled
growth and division of cells in the lungs. It is one of the
most lethal of the cancers worldwide and is a major cause
of death in the developing world.1 Surgery or radiotherapy, in combination with chemotherapy, provides
potentially curative outcomes for patients with lung
cancer.2 Respiration causes changes in the position of the
tumour that can be as much as 2.5 cm depending on the

tumour and its location. This movement may be along
different paths during inspiration and expiration, which
reinforces the need for detailed evaluation of motion.
Accuracy in delineating the tumour volume is extremely
important for proper treatment planning. The deﬁnition of
target or tumour volumes in lung cancer by the radiologist
has been found to bear the largest source of error in the
whole chain of radiotherapy.3 Manual tracing of the object
boundaries generally suffers from poor reproducibility of
results because of inter- and intra-operator variability.4,5
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It is also tedious and time consuming, thus becoming less
accurate and unreliable given the large number of
datasets usually involved. The inﬂation and deﬂation of
the lungs causes the tumour to change its position and
shape during each breathing cycle. In order to take
account of the tumour movement during respiration,
physicians add an extra margin of 3–5 cm around the
detected tumour volume from CT images.6
Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging measures
the relative distribution of radioactivity injected into the
patient prior to imaging. Typically, a radiopharmaceutical
is injected intravenously which is avidly taken up in
tumour tissue. Imaging of the emission data originating
from the patient takes several minutes per region and in
areas subjected to respiratory motion will result in blurring of structures such as tumours. CT studies are
acquired rapidly and therefore give a ‘snapshot’ of the
location of various tissues. For tumours that are affected
by respiratory motion, their ‘imaged’ position may depend
on the chance timing of the CT acquisition in relation to
the phase of the respiratory cycle. The margins of
tumours in CT imaging may not represent the true margin
of the tumour throughout the respiratory cycle.
There are some methods available in literature for PET
image segmentation in the past few years. In 2004, a
novel computerised approach for detecting and ranking
lung tumours in whole body PET images has been proposed by Ying et al.7 In Ying et al.,7 a threshold is chosen
from the histogram to segment the lung region from the
whole body image. As an extension to the work carried
out by Ying et al.,7 Jafar et al.8 have used data obtained
from a Hybrid PET/CT instrument and reported an overall
sensitivity of 75% and a perfect speciﬁcity of 100%.
Jakobsson and Olofsson have used feature classiﬁer
approach to segment the tumour from lung PET images.9
They have reported receiver operating characteristic
area of 89% for neural network and 88% for support
vector machines. In a study,10 researchers have presented a system for automatic hot spots detection and
segmentation in whole body deoxy-2-[18F]ﬂuoro-Dglucose (FDG)-PET images based on Hidden Markov
models that label the body as neck, lung, kidney, liver,
etc. A comparison between the performances of three
image segmentation techniques, namely, threshold,
Sobel edge detector and watershed algorithm for accurate delineation of PET target cross-sections, has been
reported.11 Their results suggested that threshold segmentation accurately delineated target cross-sections,
but both the Sobel and watershed techniques consistently failed to correctly identify the size of experimental
volumes. In another interesting paper,12 researchers
have used anatomical priors in the segmentation of PET
lung tumour images. Their results indicated that the use
of prior information helped in the segmentation of noisy
images, and also in segmenting low activity tumours. In
a more recent work,13 respiratory motion correction
using optical ﬂow has been reported with good results.
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So far, there has been no attempt reported in literature to segment respiratory-gated lung PET images
automatically. As 4D PET is in its research stage and is
becoming increasingly popular, the aim of this research
is to develop a system that can automatically delineate
tumour from respiratory-gated PET images. Speciﬁcally,
the aim of this work is to: (i) develop a segmentation
scheme to delineate a tumour from respiratory-gated
PET images; (ii) use the results of segmentation in the
efﬁcient tracking of a tumour in subsequent frames;
and (iii) devise strategy for achieving accurate delineation in as little time as possible with minimal expert
intervention
A novel multi-stage method is proposed to achieve the
goal. The ﬁrst aim is achieved using machine learning
(ML) approach and the second aim is achieved by strategically using level set (LS) deformable models. The third
aim is an outcome of bypassing manual segmentation and
accurate tracking. The proposed method is tested on PET
data of seven patients with very good results.

Methods
Respiratory gating is a process of dividing a single respiratory cycle into several phases (usually eight or ten
phases) and then sorting the data into each of these
phases according to the location of the acquired image.
Normally, gated PET will have eight frames per scanning
session, with each frame containing the information
about the tumour location at a particular phase in the
respiratory cycle. Obtaining the tumour volume from all
eight frames would give complete information about the
tumour motion during the entire respiratory cycle, thus
eliminating the need for the addition of the extra margin
for motion around the tumour during treatment.
However, segmenting the tumour manually from a single
frame which contains 47 two-dimensional slices of twodimensional (2D) images takes an expert radiologist
between 1 and 2 h. It could take a few hours if the
radiologist has to segment the tumour from all eight
frames as there would be 376 2D slices. Hence, there is
a great need to ﬁnd a method that can delineate the
tumour volume automatically from all the frames of PET
data for effective radiation therapy treatment planning.
The Varian innovative real-time position management
respiratory gating system developed by the Varian
Medical Systems14 is a video-based, external, noninvasive respiratory gating system that allows for clean
imaging and treatment of lung lesions.
Each frame of respiratory-gated data stores the information about the tumour movement during a particular
phase in a respiratory cycle. It has to be noted that even
though the position of the tumour may change from one
frame to another, the change in tumour volume across
the frames will be negligible. The tumour location from
one frame to another will also not change more than
1-3 cm.6 Hence, our strategy is to design a system which
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segments the tumour from the ﬁrst frame as accurately
as possible and then segment the tumour from the
remaining frames using deformable models. The proposed approach will reduce false positives and also save
time as it will be cleared later. The schematic representation of the proposed approach is given in Figure 1. We
ﬁrst pre-process the image using standard uptake values
(SUVs) followed by accurate recognition of tumour in the
ﬁrst frame of the respiratory gated data. This is achieved

CT/PET
Gated data acquisition
8 gated frames of data.
Each frame contains 47
slices of 2D data

SUV-based pre-processing
of all frames

Tumour detection using
support vector machines
Expert validation

Volume of
tumour

Position of
tumour

Tracking the tumour using
deformable models

Obtain volume in
remaining frames

Effective radiotherapy treatment planning based on the
volume obtained from all the
frames
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed scheme. Schematic ﬂow chart of the
volume delineation process. SUV, standard uptake value.

using nonlinear classiﬁcation by employing support
vector machines (SVMs) and wavelets as features.
Finally, the volume is calculated from the ﬁrst frame
and is used as a constraint to the LS method for segmentation in the subsequent frames. It should be noted
that the expert validation gives additional ﬂexibility to
the radiotherapist to select appropriate tumour volume
in case of errors in the ﬁrst stage. In this section, several
components of the proposed method are described,
including respiratory gating, materials used, preprocessing, classiﬁcation scheme for tumour identiﬁcation and ﬁnally tracking using deformable models.

Materials
The data for the experiment are obtained from the Discovery STE8 PET/CT scanner, manufactured by GE
Medical Systems available at Peter MacCallum Cancer
Institute, Melbourne. Commonly, the patient is scanned
after about 1 to 1.5 h of administering 320 MBq of FDG
intravenously to the patient. Patients were instructed to
fast for a minimum of 4 h prior to commencement of
test. After a non-gated whole body FDG PET/CT scan had
completed a single frame (15.3 cm axial ﬁeld of view),
gated PET scan was performed over an area of interest in
the lungs, without the patient’s relative position being
changed. The gated PET scan was acquired for 10 min
compared with an average of 4 min per frame for the
whole body scan. OSEM reconstruction algorithm with a
5.5-mm Gaussian pre-ﬁlter, four iterations and eight
subsets were used for both equilibrium and gated
studies. A non-gated CT attenuation map was applied to
gated PET data. The reconstructed PET images obtained
from the CT/PET machine were used in all analysis. The
resolution of the resulting 2D PET images supplied was
128 ¥ 128 and that of the CT images was 512 ¥ 512. The
slice thickness in all the frames is 3.25 mm and spacing
(horizontal and vertical) is obtained from the DICOM
header for different patients. The proposed method is
tested on seven patients, of which the volume information of four patients were available as the patients had
moved to radiotherapy planning stage. The other three
patients’ datasets were manually segmented for the sake
of this study. In total, there were eight frames of data
per patient, with each frame comprising of 47 slices.
Hence, in the ML stage, there were more than 5000
image samples (sample size) for analysis, with about
750 tumour samples (true positives). The accuracies of
the ﬁnal stage using LS method are calculated on volume
information. Hence, the total number of datasets were
56 for the sake of comparison.

SUV-based segmentation
SUVs represent the uptake of injected glucose in a given
region of interest relative to the average uptake throughout the body. Tumour cells metabolise more glucose than
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normal or healthy cells, and hence will have higher SUV
value. In general, if the tumour is present, it appears
brighter than healthy cells in a PET image. Use of the
patient body weight is very common in calculating SUV
and we have employed the same. An SUV value of 2.5 is
commonly used as a threshold to differentiate between
benign and malignant tumours. We used an SUV value of
2 to binarise the PET images. Elsewhere,15 we have
compared standard edge detectors and other SUV-based
methods and shown that they are not as accurate as the
results are required for further processing.
Connected component labelling has been used to join
connected regions in every 2D slice.15,16 This will result in
multiple regions appearing as hot spots with variable
area. Any region which is comprised of 10 pixels or less
(empirically chosen) is ﬁltered out. This results in multiple
regions with clearly deﬁned boundaries as hot spots. In
the lung region, an SUV value of 2 sometimes results in
heart appearing as hot spots along with tumour. To
differentiate tumour from non-tumour in the binarised
output, a non-linear classiﬁcation method is employed.

Classiﬁcation of tumour and non-tumour
using SVM
The problem of segmenting the tumour from other hot
spots is a two-class problem with the tumour being one
class, and everything else in the lung region, including
the heart, is another class (non-tumour). We used wavelets and an SVM classiﬁer to achieve this goal after
carrying out a detailed comparison with discrete cosine
transforms, geometric moments as features and
k-means classiﬁcation.16

Wavelets
Wavelets are mathematical functions that decompose the
data into different frequency components and study each
component with a resolution matched to its scale. This is
a fast, linear, invertible orthogonal transform with the
basic idea of deﬁning a time-scale representation of a
signal by decomposing it onto a set of basis functions,
called wavelets. The wavelet transform is suitable for the
analysis of non-stationary signals as it allows simultaneous localisation in time and scale. Hence, it is extremely
useful in the ﬁeld of biomedicine because of the fact that
most biomedical signals are non-stationary in nature. The
continuous wavelet transform of a function f using a
wavelet basis function is deﬁned by Equation 1.

f ( a, b ) =

1
a

⎛ t − b⎞
⎟ dt
a ⎠

∫ f (t ) Ψ* ⎜⎝

⎡⎣ Ak(Hi, Vi, Di ){i=1, . . . k} ⎤⎦
where Ak is a low resolution approximation of the original
image, and Hi, Vi, Di are the wavelet sub-images containing the image details (detailed coefﬁcients) in horizontal,
vertical and diagonal directions at the i-level decomposition. The decomposition of k-level wavelet transform on
the original image will be represented by 3k + 1 subimages (as shown in Figure 2). This multi-resolution
analysis enables us to analyse the signal in different
frequency bands, thus providing information about any
transient in the time domain as well as in the frequency
domain.
There are a number of basis functions that can be used
as the mother wavelet. Depending on the application, the
appropriate mother wavelet has to be chosen for the
effective working of the wavelet transform as a distinguishing feature. Daubechies second- and third-order
moments (db2 and db3), Coiﬂets second and third-order
(coif2 and coif3) and bi-orthogonal spline second and
third-order (bior2.8 and bior 3.9) were chosen as mother
wavelets for feature extraction. Decomposition up to level
6 was analysed. Based on the energy distribution in
different levels, level 3 analysis is performed on the
chosen mother wavelets. The segmented output of SUVbased pre-processing is resized to 32 ¥ 32 using bicubic
interpolation and features are extracted. Each level of
sub-images contains information in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions after transformation. Arithmetic mean, geometric mean and standard deviation for
each of the horizontal, vertical and diagonal components
at every level are calculated. This generates nine features
for each level and a total of 27 features for three levels of
detailed coefﬁcients. After thorough analysis, Daubechies
wavelets were used for actual implementation based on
the results obtained (refer to Table 1) and its simplicity.

(1)

where Y(t) is called the mother wavelet function, a is the
scaling (compression or dilation) coefﬁcient, b is the
translating (shifting) coefﬁcient and 1 a is the normal-
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ising factor, which is applied to make the transformed
signal have the same energy at every level.17 All the
wavelet functions used in the transformation are derived
from the mother wavelet through translation (shifting)
and scaling (dilation or compression). The discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) is based on sub-band coding.
The DWT gives a time-scale representation of the digital
signal using digital ﬁltering techniques. The wavelet
transform decomposition is computed by successive lowpass and high-pass ﬁltering of the discrete time-domain
signal based on the ‘Mallat algorithm’ or ‘Mallat-tree’
decomposition. For a 2D case, DWT is carried out on
columns and repeated on rows. Such a wavelet decomposition results in levels of approximated and detailed
coefﬁcients:

Support vector machines
SVMs18 are a relatively new class of learning machines
that have evolved from the concepts of structural risk
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Fig. 2. Three level wavelet decomposition. Discrete wavelet transform multilevel (three levels) decomposition of an image. At the end of three levels of decomposition, we are left with one approximate, nine detailed (three horizontal, three vertical and three diagonal) components.

minimisation and regularisation theory. They are also
known as maximum margin classiﬁers as they simultaneously minimise the empirical classiﬁcation error and
maximise the geometric margin. The SVM performs clas-

Table 1. Medical statistics for support vector classiﬁer

db2
db3
coif2
coif3
bior2.8
bior3.9

Sensitivity

Speciﬁcity

PPV

NPV

Accuracy (%)

0.80
0.77
0.79
0.82
0.86
0.80

1
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

1
0.88
0.95
0.96
0.92
0.94

0.97
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.97

97
96
97
97
97
97

NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.

siﬁcation by constructing an N-dimensional hyperplane
that optimally separates the data into two categories.
SVMs use the concept of empirical risk minimisation
which has enabled researchers to use them with potentially huge capacities on smaller datasets without
running into the usual difﬁculties of over-ﬁtting and poor
generalisation performance. The basic idea of the SVM
theory is to (implicitly) map the training data into higher
dimensional feature space. A hyperplane (decision
surface) is then constructed in this feature space that
bisects the two categories and maximises the margin of
separation between itself and those points lying nearest
to it (the support vectors). This decision surface can then
be used as a basis for classifying vectors of unknown
classiﬁcation. The SVM-Light19 implementation for
support SVMs has been used in this work. The radial
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basis function kernel given in Equation 2 is used for
training.

⎛− x − y2⎞
K ( x , y ) = exp ⎜
⎟⎠
γ
⎝

(2)

Tracking of tumour in respiratory-gated images
using LS method
In order to track the movement of the tumour during
respiration and also to eliminate the addition of extra
margins as discussed in the Introduction section, the
tumour needs to be segmented from all the consecutive
gated frames of PET. The automatic segmentation of the
tumour and its volume calculation from the ﬁrst frame
result in volume of the tumour. Explicit deformable contours,20 later generalised to 3D,21 are widely recognised
for their ability to segment, match and track images of
anatomic structures by exploiting constraints derived
from the image data together with a priori knowledge
about the location, size and shape of these structures.22
Variational LS-based deformable models23–26 have been
used in this work which gives the advantage of additional
information such as shape and region. To overcome this
problem of re-initialisation in the LS-based method, a
new variational formulation approach to LS evolution
without re-initialisation proposed by Li et al.27 is used
in this work. The total energy functional27 is given in
Equation 3:

E (φ ) = μ P (φ ) + E g,λ ,v (φ )

(3)

where f is the signed distance function, mP(f) is the
penalising energy (internal), m is the parameter controlling the effect of penalising from f, Eg,l,v(f) is the external energy required to drive the LS towards the object
boundaries. For further information, the reader is
referred to Li et al.27 There are many parameters which
need to be optimised. Using typical values given in Li
et al.27 as a starting point, we further optimised the
parameters using the usual grid search based on accuracy as performance measure. Initially, for the Dirac
function, e = 2.5 was chosen in all the experiments. Time
step t is related to m by the equation tm < 0.25.27 Hence,
we ﬁxed tm = 0.2 while optimising the parameters. We
tested time step values between 1 and 10 in increments
of 1 and based on the performance chosen t = 5 for all
our experiments. An increase in t resulted in faster
convergence but over-segmentaion and decrease in t
resulted in slower convergence and under-segmentaion.
The value of t = 5 resulted in m-value of 0.04 which was
used in all the experiments. For calculating external
energy, coefﬁcient of length of zero level curve, l was
kept constant at 5 and the coefﬁcient of weighted area
term, n, was choosen as 1.5 after experimenting with
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different values between 0 and 6 in steps of 1.5. The
weights between external energy and penalising energy
were adjusted to be equal. From our experiments, we
found that the value of the initial function r = +4 performed better than the recommended values of r ⱖ 2e.27
Note that the value of r being positive indicates that the
initial bounding box is always outside the region of interest (as will be seen later).
However, there are two key parameters controlling the
LS method: (i) initial contour (M0) – the choice of the
initial contour for segmentation where a large initial
value can lead to segmentation of non-tumour; (ii) termination condition for evolution – the LS should have
a proper stop or convergence condition that controls
the segmentation process. This termination condition
depends on the data under consideration. We propose a
novel solution to choose the above parameters as accurately as possible. Applying the standard LS method on
PET data resulted in false segmentation as shown in
Figure 3. This error is greatly attributed to the chosen
initial contour. Instead of taking a large initial contour,
the surface or edge points of the segmented tumour
from the ﬁrst frame are set as initial contour for the LS.
This way of setting the initial contour will set the evolution only near the tumour area, thereby reducing the
false positive rate. As the tumour present in the lungs
gets displaced from its position during respiration,
instead of setting the exact surface points as the initial
contour, a certain margin of approximately 1.5 cm
around these surface points is chosen. It has been mentioned earlier that the tumour present in the lungs can
move about 1–3 cm during respiration.6 This deﬁned
margin helps in keeping the tumour to be tracked within
the selected initial contour during respiration.
Selecting the appropriate stopping criterion for the
curve evolution in LS segmentation is very tricky. Most of
the earlier work involves setting the number of iterations
as the terminating condition, usually chosen by trial and
error.27 The total iterations for convergence on different
slices of PET images varied between 30 to 1000 depending on the content of the image. Encountering an object
edge, in our case the tumour edge, is deﬁned as convergence. Figure 4 shows the LS segmentation variation
when the number of iterations is set as the constraint for
termination. It can be seen from the images in Figure 4
that as the number of iterations increases, the area of
the segmented tumour region starts decreasing. Even
the number of iterations for convergence (stopping the
segmentation process) varied for each image. This variation in convergence on few individual slices is tabulated
in Table 2.
Observing Table 2, it is clear that the number of iterations taken for convergence also varies between the
frames. That is, slice 12 in frame 5 converged at 103
iterations, while the same slice in frame 2 took 399
iterations for convergence. Similarly, slice 20 in frame 2
took 985 iterations to converge, while the same slice in
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Fig. 3. Output of the modiﬁed level set method. Level set output when a large initial contour is selected. (a) positron emission tomography image; (b) initial contour
(in green colour); (c) segmented regions (in green colour).

Fig. 4. Existing level set method termination condition. Level set termination (shown in green colour) based on the number of iterations. The image is zoomed for
clarity. (a) 50 iterations; (b) 100 iterations; (c) 200 iterations.

frame 7 took only 46 iterations to converge. Hence, it is
very difﬁcult to choose the correct number of iterations
that can work for all the slices. Researchers have tried
several stop conditions including the variation of the

Table 2. Variation in the number of iterations on four different slices of a
patient applied on the subsequent frames
Frame number ↓
Frame 2
Frame 3
Frame 4
Frame 5
Frame 6
Frame 7
Frame 8

Slice 12

Slice 16

Slice 17

Slice 20

399
164
334
103
129
125
229

106
79
100
184
115
135
92

90
119
124
103
70
80
93

985
649
193
78
52
46
73

surface, the variation of the volume and the variations of
energy criterions.25 Computing the model volume is
much cheaper in terms of computational power than
computing its energy, and also it is very unlikely that the
model will evolve signiﬁcantly for several iterations,
while its surface and its volume remain constant.25 The
LS segmentation is performed on an image slice. Instead
of taking the constraint as area of the corresponding
slice of the ﬁrst frame, a window of ﬁve slices with the
corresponding slice at the centre is considered. The
maximum area covered by the tumour in these ﬁve slices
is taken as the terminating criterion. To cater for tumour
movement during respiration, an extra margin (5%,
empirically chosen) is added. The calculated constraint
(area), stored as a vector (Vector A in Algorithm 1) is the
terminating criterion. The evolution of the LS method is
performed until the area of each slice of the subsequent
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Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code of the proposed method to segment the tumor from all frames of respiratory gated PET images

frame matches with the total area obtained from the
slices of the ﬁrst frame. The pseudo-code of the proposed method to automatically segment the tumour
from all the frames of a patient is given in Algorithm 1.

Results
The accurate detection of the tumour is justiﬁed by the
results of SUV-based pre-processing and ML. The aim of
tracking the tumour is achieved using LS method and the
results are analysed by verifying the accuracies of LS
methods and volume comparison. Finally, the effect of
automatic segmentation on the time taken for volume
delineation is presented, thereby addressing the third
aim.
The results of binarisation using SUV threshold is
shown are Figure 5. If this area of the segmented region
in a slice is less than 10 pixels, then the segmented
cluster is treated as noise. Using this technique, a lot of
ﬁne noise present during segmentation is reduced substantially. It is clear from the output that the segmentation result is not consistently accurate and regions of
the heart will appear as hot spots.
To analyse the performance of the features, eightfold
cross-validation is carried out on every patient dataset.
For evaluating the ML phase, all the frames were manually segmented by an expert and used for training and
validation of results. However, in the ﬁnal implementation, only the ﬁrst frame was subjected to ML-based
segmentation. Out of eight frames of data, seven frames
were used for training and one frame was used for
testing. The medical statistics or scores for different
mother wavelets (Daubechies (db2, db3), Coiﬂets (coif2,
coif3), Bi-orthogonal spline (bior2.8 and bior3.9)) using
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SVM are calculated. The performance accuracy of the
features along with the calculated average medical statistics for SVM classiﬁer is given in Table 1, and different
mother wavelets resulted in similar performance with
approximate accuracies of 97%. Hence, the simplest of
the mother wavelets (db2) was chosen in all our experiments. The results of the ML phase are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6a,d shows CT images obtained from two different
patients. Figure 6b,e shows PET images of the same
patients. It is very difﬁcult to detect the tumour by using
CT images alone as the tumour looks like soft tissue. PET
images have certain bright areas indicating the tumour
and heart. Figure 6e is a special case where heart is
brighter than the tumour. It can be clearly seen that PET
gives very poor anatomical information. Hence, after
detecting the tumour from PET images, it is registered on
the CT image to get its exact anatomical location.
Figure 6c,f shows the registered (superimposed) CT and
the detected tumour (red color) images.
The proposed algorithm using the LS method performed well on all seven datasets. For the sake of comparison, the performance of the LS and the ML approach
applied on all frames of four different patients is given in
Table 3. The table contains the volume of the detected
tumour from the proposed LS method and the proposed
ML approach using Daubechies wavelet features and
SVM classiﬁers. There will be no LS volume for the ﬁrst
frame because in the proposed method the ﬁrst frame
alone is calculated using the ML approach. The intraframe variability is high for segmentation using ML
approach alone. It can be observed from Table 3 that the
obtained tumour volumes have higher standard deviation for three of the four cases using ML, indicating better
performance of the proposed method.
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Fig. 5. Output of pre-processing using standard uptake value (SUV) threshold. This ﬁgure shows output of SUV-based pre-processing. As it is clear, the heart is also
segmented as a hot spot which requires further processing for a robust automatic process.

Fig. 6. Output of automatic tumour detection. Two examples showing automatic tumour detection in 2D. The detected tumour using Daubechies wavelet feature
and support vector machine classiﬁer (shown in red colour on the output image) is superimposed over CT image to know the exact anatomical location of the
tumour. The red arrow on the positron emission tomography (PET) images are the actual tumour as detected by medical experts. (a) CT image 1; (b) PET image 1;
(c) output 1; (d) CT image 3; (e) PET image 3; (f) output 3.
© 2011 The Authors
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Table 3. Volume (mm3) obtained from the proposed method for four patients on eight frames of data
Patient ID →
Frame ↓
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mean volume
STD

P1

P2

P6

P7

ML

LS

ML

LS

ML

LS

ML

LS

161.44
164.94
168.74
167.35
161.32
154.98
154.68
151.84
160.55
6.76

–
178.58
180.76
178.10
176.11
186.43
176.11
180.94
179.58
3.59

37.37
37.00
36.82
38.94
37.13
38.15
37.19
39.36
37.80
1.02

–
46.24
46.18
46.24
46.37
46.61
46.48
46.54
46.38
0.16

563.06
567.28
568.25
562.58
563.12
563.32
567.16
565.23
565.7
2.16

–
578.69
580.08
574.11
581.48
576.09
577.43
573.50
577.34
2.97

121.26
122.92
124.21
123.42
125.29
128.19
121.22
111.21
122.21
5.37

–
82.42
89.91
92.22
85.46
84.20
83.61
83.91
85.96
3.66

LS, level set approach; ML, machine learning approach; STD, standard deviation.

The gross tumour volumes from the manual segmentation of CT images and from the proposed segmentation
(ML and LS based) from PET images for all the patients
is given in Table 4. The results were visually inspected by
the experts. The automatic machine segmented volume
using the LS method closely matched the manually segmented tumour volume, while automatic segmentation
using ML was consistently under-segmented.

Table 4. Tumour volume calculated from manual segmentation and
proposed automatic segmentation schemes for seven patients
Manually segmented
gross tumour volume
from CT images (mm3)

Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 3
Patient 4
Patient 5
Patient 6
Patient 7

Average gross tumour
volume from PET images
Machine
learning (mm3)

Level set
method (mm3)

160.55
37.80
39.93
41.07
41.13
565.7
122.21

179.58
46.38
43.67
44.58
47.09
577.34
85.96

173.15
45.6†
44.2†
43.1†
49.8†
634.11
100.37

†The manual segmentation for patients 2, 3, 4 and 5 were conducted by
non-radiologists.

Table 5 gives the execution and evaluation time taken
by the computer and radiologist for segmenting and
tracking the tumour from all frames using the proposed
method on four different patients. The execution time is
obtained from the computer which had an Intel Pentium
4, 2.8 GHz processor with 1 GB of RAM. The time taken
by the radiologist to segment the tumour from a single
frame of the CT image was approximately 1–2 h.9 When
the radiologist has to manually segment the tumour from
all eight frames, they may take a few hours for a single
patient. The proposed method reduces the need for
manual segmentation to a great extent as shown in
Table 5.

Discussion
Margins around a target volume in radiotherapy can be
reduced if the motion pattern of the target is known.28 An
advantage of 4D datasets is that it removes the uncertainty associated with the acquisition of data of a moving
object in three dimensions. As one can be sure of all
extreme locations which any part of the target can
occupy, one can derive an accurate ‘internal target
volume’. The residual required margin for setup uncertainty can then be determined in a more rational way
and therefore usually reduced.28

Table 5. Time evaluation of the proposed method
Frame →

Number of
slices in a frame
containing tumour

Patient
number ↓
Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 6
Patient 7

11
14
33
23

Time taken for frame
1 using ML approach

Time taken for frames
2–8 using LS method

Segmentation
(min)

Expert
validation (min)

Segmentation
(min)

Expert validation
(min)

2
2
5
3

25
25
40
30

14
15
50
25

30
30
55
45

The mentioned time is in minutes. LS, level set approach; ML, machine learning approach.
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From Tables 4 and 5, it is clear that the proposed
method is a viable option for automatic segmentaion of
PET images. In the majority of the tested cases, the
machine segmented tumour volume was lesser than the
manually segmented tumour volume (Table 4). The difference can be attributed to the manual segmentation of
CT images. It is hard to differentiate between the tumour
and soft tissue in a CT image and this would often
confuse the radiologist, thus leading to an overestimation of the tumour region and in turn resulting in higher
volumes when segmented using CT images alone. In
terms of comparison of time, the validation of the results
and correction of error in segmentation, if any, would
approximately take 30–45 min on the ﬁrst frame alone.
The LS method is completely automatic and autocontouring of the remaining frames takes less than
30 min. Frame 1, which used the ML approach, took a
maximum of about 5 min to segment the tumour from all
the slices of the ﬁrst frame. The LS method took about
50 min for patient 6, as it was a large tumour and was
present in many slices. It can be seen from Table 5 that
the time taken by an expert to validate the results of the
subsequent frames using LS is much less, when compared with the time taken for evaluating the single
frame. This is because of the accuracy of the proposed
LS method. Another important advantage of the proposed method is the ﬂexibility it provides for the experts
to intervene. After the ML approach, an expert can
validate if the segmentation is accurate. As shown in
Table 5, expert approximately took about 25–40 min to
validate the segmented results obtained from frame 1.
The time taken by the experts to validate is much less
than the time they normally take while manually segmenting the tumour from all slices of a single frame.
An interesting point to note is that the proposed algorithm was developed keeping respiratory-gated data in
mind, but when tested on only one set of cardiac gated
data it provided satisfactory results.29 This suggests that
with little or no modiﬁcations, the proposed method
could be extended to other gated studies. As a part of
our future work, extending the present framework of
delineating in 2D space to a delineation framework in 3D
space will be addressed.
PET-deﬁned volumes can be incorporated into the
treatment plan in several ways. The most effective one is
to register the PET information directly with the planning
CT dataset. If 4D information is used, this is commonly
done using maximum intensity projections or average
scans of all phases of the breathing cycle. Both can be
readily obtained once 4D datasets have been acquired
and automatic segmentation of volumes in each phase of
the breathing cycle can assist in this process.

at different stages of respiratory cycle. The paper proposes a novel approach to detect and track a tumour in
respiratory-gated PET images. The proposed method
involves the pre-processing of PET data using the standard uptake value followed by accurate detection of the
tumour using an ML approach from the ﬁrst phase of
the respiratory cycle (out of eight phases). An excellent
accuracy of 97% is obtained using wavelets and SVMs.
The volume calculated as a result of the ML stage is
used as a constraint for deformable models and the
tumour is tracked in the remaining seven phases of
respiratory cycle. As a result, the complete information
about tumour movement during respiration is available
in a relatively short time. In summary, the combination
of LS and ML approaches accurately delineated the
tumour volume from all frames, thereby providing a
scope of using PET images towards planning an accurate and effective radiotherapy treatment for lung
cancer.
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